very time I fly in an airplane, I wonder about several things: What, exactly, provides enough lift to make this gigantic metal contraption leave the ground? Will that miracle happen again? Why does anyone think air travel is fun? What is the plastic bag for, if it doesn't inflate when oxygen is flowing to the mask?
Answering the last two questions is obviously hopeless-they are among the unknowables of the modern age, ranking right up there with questions such as: How did disco ever become popular? Why does France like Jerry Lewis? and Why doesn't a matterantimatter reaction occur when the words "Yoko Ono" and "performance artist" appear in the same sentence?
But I'm a product of the university educational system. If I want to understand something better, I should be able to research it, follow references, crosscorrelate sources, and eventually arrive at an intellectually satisfying comprehension. To fight the ever-increasing specialization of our technical fields, we should all stray outside our local neighborhoods once in a while.
Here's an example of a neighborhood that lies on the opposite side of town from computer architecture: aerodynamics. I've been trying for a long time to figure out what holds a plane up in the sky. In fact, I have pursued this issue with increased urgency since I took up engineering because being an engineer is synonymous with being a frequent flyer, something they don't necessarily tell you in grad school. When I push the accelerator pedal in my car, I have a reasonable understanding of why the vehicle moves, in which direction, and how quickly. But every time a 747 leaves the ground, it amazes me.
There are those who say that the more our scientific understanding increases, the more we lose the ineffable beauty of the thing we are studying. But I think Richard Feynman has it right (The Pleasure of Finding Things Out, Perseus Books, 1999):
I have a friend who's an artist and he's sometimes taken a view that I don't agree with…He says, "You see, I as an artist can see how beautiful this [flower] is, but you as a scientist, oh, take this all apart and it becomes a dull thing." And I think he's kind of nutty… I might not be quite as refined aesthetically as he is; but I can appreciate the beauty of a flower. At the same time I see much more about the flower than he sees. …it's not just beauty at this dimension of one centimeter, there is also beauty at a smaller dimension, the inner structure. Also the processes, the fact that the colors in the flower evolved in order to attract insects to pollinate it is quite interesting-it means that insects can see the color. … A science knowledge only adds to the excitement and mystery and awe of a flower. It only adds; I don't understand how it subtracts.
MANY PEOPLE THINK THEY KNOW
Daniel Bernoulli, an 18th-century Swiss scientist, discovered that as the velocity of a fluid increases, its pressure decreases. Concerning flight, Bernoulli's principle applies to the shape of an airplane wing. Air travels across the top and bottom of the wing at the same time, traveling faster on top (creating less pressure) because the wing is curved and slower on the bottom (creating more pressure) because it is flat. Which is okay as far as it goes. The trouble is that successive generations of young students are convinced that this is all there is to it.
Every science fair I've ever attended -and I've attended dozens-has had at least one project devoted to the subject of lift in airplane wings. Always, the presenter confidently asserts the following: Lift is the upward force on an airplane's wings, caused by the difference in air pressure between the upper, curved surface, and the lower, flat surface. Why is the pressure less above? Because Bernoulli's principle says faster-moving air exerts less pressure sideways. Why is the upper air moving faster? Because curved surfaces are longer than flat ones.
How do I dislike that explanation? Let me count the ways: In my experience, raising any of these three questions, especially number 3, causes the science fair presenter to simulate deer-in-the-headlights paralysis. Naturally, simple distrust of the popular explanation does not constitute understanding. So I went in search of literature that I, as an aerodynamics layman, could grasp.
BOOK 1: STOP ABUSING BERNOULLI
Gale Craig has written a book with a promising title: Stop Abusing Bernoulli! (Regenerative Press, 1997). Craig clearly has an agenda, which makes the book interesting to read, but the overall style is a reactive, debunking attack. Craig calls the standard "Bernoulli-didit" theory of lift "hump theory," referring to the upper curved surface universally assumed by students of lift.
Craig likes Newtonian physics. You do remember Newton's three laws?
1. An object at rest will remain at rest. An object in motion will continue in a straight line unless subjected to an external force. 2. When subjected to an external force, the object will accelerate at a rate equal to the force divided by the object's mass (F = ma). 3. The object will resist acceleration with a force equal and opposite to that applied to it.
Craig says an airplane moves forward because the airplane motors are accelerating air masses backward, either with propellers or jet engines. Airplane lift comes from accelerating air masses downward-mostly by deflecting that air off the bottom of the wing. I like this way of looking at things. It matches what my hand feels when I put it out of the window of my car. This doesn't necessarily make it right, but it's a good start.
Besides hump theory, Craig has another axe to grind: induction theory. He says standard aerodynamics classes teach wing design via induction theory-induction being a concept borrowed from electromagnetism. Apparently, in the same way electrical engineers say a magnetic field is induced around a wire carrying an electrical current, aircraft designers say that air currents are induced around a wing in flight.
Much of Craig's book is a cross between a diatribe against induction theory and an attempt to substitute a Newtonian approach that achieves results that agree with experiments. (Dover Books, 1959) , the classic manual by Richard von Mises, is a formidable tome. Many current books avoid math at all costs. Steven Hawking says his publisher gave him a formula that predicts how many potential readers will be lost for every equation that appears in a book. Von Mises's publisher must have told him the exact opposite. But Gale Craig should be pleased with at least part of von Mises's work because he obtains his formulas for lift by applying Newton's second law. When von Mises mentions Bernoulli, he is using a shorthand term for F = ma, one of Gale Craig's crusades.
BOOK 2: THEORY OF FLIGHT

Theory of Flight
Von Mises makes it abundantly clear that wing shape, profile, and size are all crucial in determining flight characteristics such as drag, recirculation, lift, and pitching moment. His book clearly explains that at least part of the answer to why airplanes can fly upside down is that the wing's angle of attack creates the point at which the airstream splits to move, and the pilot adjusts the angle of attack with the control surfaces. When flying upside down, the pilot must set the angle of attack to achieve the right amount of lift.
If you are attempting to design a modern version of a B-17 bomber, and you want to know how deploying the landing gear will affect some important flight characteristic, this is the book for you. But if you are more of a curious dilettante, like me, there's another book to consider.
BOOK 3: THE SIMPLE SCIENCE OF FLIGHT
Henk Tennekes's The Simple Science of Flight (MIT Press, 1997) is a beautiful book from any angle. Tennekes is a professor of aerospace engineering, and his attitude is that if something flies, it is obeying the same laws of physics, no matter what is flying: an insect, a bird, a hang glider, or a 747 jumbo jet.
With clear, logical language, Tennekes draws out the physics underlying flight by appealing first to intuition, then to math, and finally to real-world measurements. In the process, he illuminates many more questions than I had even considered.
Here are some highlights from this book:
• Lift (W) must equal the gravitational weight of the plane, and it is proportional to wing area (S), air density (d), and the square of the velocity (V):
Naturally, simple distrust of the popular explanation does not constitute understanding.
A t R a n d o m
• Airliners must travel as fast as possible without sacrificing "finesse" (lift divided by drag); airliners must fly below the speed of sound to avoid a drastic drop in finesse, which affects fuel economy; 33,000 feet is the best altitude for long-distance travel-cold enough for good jet engine efficiency, dense enough for moderate-sized wings.
Gale Craig would approveTennekes relies on Newton, and doesn't mention Bernoulli in the entire book. Along the way, Tennekes explains insect behavior, bird migrations, and humanpowered flight. I wish all books were written like this one.
S
o what holds up a plane? Sir Isaac Newton: The action is to deflect a large mass of air downward; the reaction is to push the wing upward. Bernoulli is helping Newton by structuring the analysis of exactly how the airstream splits and flows across both the top and bottom of the wing. But there is a universe of complexity in how these actions take place. And it gets even better-another book just arrived in the mail: Rotary-Wing Aerodynamics (W. Z. Stepniewski and C. N. Keys, Dover, 1984 
